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THE SYMPLECTIC GEOMETRY OF COTANGENT
BUNDLES FROM A CATEGORICAL VIEWPOINT
KENJI FUKAYA, PAUL SEIDEL, IVAN SMITH
Abstract. We describe various approaches to understanding Fukaya
categories of cotangent bundles. All of the approaches rely on intro-
ducing a suitable class of noncompact Lagrangian submanifolds. We
review the work of Nadler-Zaslow [30, 29] and the authors [15], before
discussing a new approach using family Floer cohomology [11] and the
“wrapped Fukaya category”. The latter, inspired by Viterbo’s symplec-
tic homology, emphasises the connection to loop spaces, hence seems
particularly suitable when trying to extend the existing theory beyond
the simply-connected case.
A classical problem in symplectic topology is to describe exact Lagrangian
submanifolds inside a cotangent bundle. The main conjecture, usually at-
tributed to Arnol’d [4], asserts that any (compact) submanifold of this kind
should be Hamiltonian isotopic to the zero-section. In this sharp form, the
result is known only for S2 and RP2, and the proof uses methods which are
specifically four-dimensional (both cases are due to Hind [17]; concerning
the state of the art for surfaces of genus > 0, see [18]). In higher dimen-
sions, work has concentrated on trying to establish topological restrictions
on exact Lagrangian submanifolds. There are many results dealing with as-
sorted partial aspects of this question ([26, 37, 38, 7, 35] and others), using
a variety of techniques. Quite recently, more categorical methods have been
added to the toolkit, and these have led to a result covering a fairly general
situation. The basic statement (which we will later generalise somewhat) is
as follows:
Theorem 0.1 (Nadler, Fukaya-Seidel-Smith). Let Z be a closed, simply
connected manifold which is spin, and M = T ∗Z its cotangent bundle. Sup-
pose that L ⊂ M is an exact closed Lagrangian submanifold, which is also
spin, and additionally has vanishing Maslov class. Then: (i) the projection
L →֒ M → Z has degree ±1; (ii) pullback by the projection is an isomor-
phism H∗(Z;K) ∼= H∗(L;K) for any coefficient field K; and (iii) given any
two Lagrangian submanifolds L0, L1 ⊂M with these properties, which meet
transversally, one has |L0 ∩ L1| ≥ dimH
∗(Z;K).
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Remarkably, three ways of arriving at this goal have emerged, which are
essentially independent of each other, but share a basic philosophical out-
look. One proof is due to Nadler [29], building on earlier work of Nadler
and Zaslow [30] (the result in [29] is formulated for K = C, but it seems
that the proof goes through for any K). Another one is given in [15], and
involves, among other things, tools from [36] (for technical reasons, this
actually works only for char(K) 6= 2). The third one, which is collabora-
tive work of the three authors of this paper, is not complete at the time of
writing, mostly because it relies on ongoing developments in general Floer
homology theory. In spite of this, we included a description of it, to round
off the overall picture.
The best starting point may actually be the end of the proof, which can be
taken to be roughly the same in all three cases. Let L be as in Theorem 0.1.
The Floer cohomology groups HF ∗(T ∗x , L), where T
∗
x ⊂M is the cotangent
fibre at some point x ∈ Z, form a flat bundle of Z-graded vector spaces
over Z, which we denote by EL. There is a spectral sequence converging to
HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L;K), whose E2 page is
(0.1) Ers2 = H
r(Z;Ends(EL)),
End∗(EL) = Hom
∗(EL, EL) being the graded endomorphism vector bun-
dle. Because of the assumption of simple connectivity of Z, EL is actually
trivial, so the E2 page is a “box” H
∗(Z)⊗End(HF ∗(T ∗x , L)). The E2 level
differential goes from (r, s) to (r + 2, s − 1):
❣
❛
❛
❛
❛
❛
❣
and similarly for the higher pages. Hence, the bottom left and top right cor-
ners of the box necessarily survive to E∞. Just by looking at their degrees,
it follows that HF ∗(T ∗x , L)
∼= K must be one-dimensional (and, we may
assume after changing the grading of L, concentrated in degree 0). Given
that, the spectral sequence degenerates, yielding H∗(L;K) ∼= H∗(Z;K). On
the other hand, we have also shown that the projection L → Z has degree
±1 = ±χ(HF ∗(T ∗x , L)). This means that the induced map on cohomology
is injective, hence necessarily an isomorphism. Finally, there is a similar
spectral sequence for a pair of Lagrangian submanifolds (L0, L1), which can
be used to derive the last part of Theorem 0.1.
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At this point, we already need to insert a cautionary note. Namely, the ap-
proach in [15] leads to a spectral sequence which only approximates the one
in (0.1) (the E1 term is an analogue of the expression above, replacing the
cohomology of Z by its Morse cochain complex, and the differential is only
partially known). In spite of this handicap, a slightly modified version of the
previous argument can be carried out successfully. The other two strategies
([29] and the unpublished approach) do not suffer from this deficiency, since
they directly produce (0.1) in the form stated above.
From the description we have just given, one can already infer one basic
philosophical point, namely the interpretation of Lagrangian submanifolds
inM as (some kind of) sheaves on the base Z. This can be viewed as a limit
of standard ideas about Lagrangian torus fibrations in mirror symmetry
[12, 25], where the volume of the tori becomes infinite (there is no algebro-
geometric mirror ofM in the usual sense, so we borrow only half of the mirror
symmetry argument). The main problem is to prove that the sheaf-theoretic
objects accurately reflect the Floer cohomology groups of Lagrangian sub-
manifolds, hence in particular reproduceHF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L;K). Informally
speaking, this is ensured by providing a suitable “resolution of the diagonal”
in the Fukaya category ofM , which reduces the question to one about cotan-
gent fibres L = T ∗x . In saying that, we have implicitly already introduced
an enlargement of the ordinary Fukaya category, namely one which allows
noncompact Lagrangian submanifolds. There are several possible ways of
treating such submanifolds, leading to categories with substantially different
properties. This is where the three approaches diverge:
Characteristic cycles. [30] considers a class of Lagrangian submanifolds
which, at infinity, are invariant under rescaling of the cotangent fibres (or
more generally, asymptotically invariant). Intersections at infinity are dealt
with by small perturbations (in a distinguished direction given by the nor-
malized geodesic flow; this requires the choice of a real analytic structure
on Z). An important source of inspiration is Kashiwara’s construction [22]
of characteristic cycles for constructible sheaves on Z; and indeed, Nadler
proves that, once derived, the resulting version of the Fukaya category is
equivalent to the constructible derived category. (A similar point of view
was taken in earlier papers of Kasturirangan and Oh [23, 24, 31]). Generally
speaking, to get a finite resolution of the diagonal, this category has to be
modified further, by restricting the behaviour at infinity; however, if one is
only interested in applications to closed Lagrangian submanifolds, this step
can be greatly simplified.
Lefschetz thimbles. The idea in [15] is to embed the Fukaya category ofM
into the Fukaya category of a Lefschetz fibration π : X → C. The latter class
of categories is known to admit full exceptional collections, given by any ba-
sis of Lefschetz thimbles. Results from homological algebra (more precisely,
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the theory of mutations, see for instance [16]) then ensure the existence of a
resolution of the diagonal, in terms of Koszul dual bases. To apply this ma-
chinery one has to construct a Lefschetz fibration, with an antiholomorphic
involution, whose real part πR is a Morse function on XR = Z. This can
be done easily, although not in a canonical way, by using techniques from
real algebraic geometry. Roughly speaking, the resulting Fukaya category
looks similar to the category of sheaves constructible with respect to the
stratification given by the unstable manifolds of πR, compare [21]. How-
ever, because the construction of X is not precisely controlled, one does not
expect these two categories to agree. Whilst this is not a problem for the
proof of Theorem 0.1, it may be æsthetically unsatisfactory. One possibility
for improving the situation would be to find a way of directly producing
a Lefschetz fibration on the cotangent bundle; steps in that direction are
taken in [20].
Wrapping at infinity. The third approach remains within M , and again
uses Lagrangian submanifolds which are scaling-invariant at infinity. How-
ever, intersections at infinity are dealt with by flowing along the (not nor-
malized) geodesic flow, which is a large perturbation. For instance, after this
perturbation, the intersections of any two fibres will be given by all geodesics
in Z connecting the relevant two points. In contrast to the previous con-
structions, this one is intrinsic to the differentiable manifold Z, and does
not require a real-analytic or real-algebraic structure (there are of course
technical choices to be made, such as the Riemannian metric and other per-
turbations belonging to standard pseudo-holomorphic curve theory; but the
outcome is independent of those up to quasi-isomorphism).
Conjecturally, the resulting “wrapped Fukaya category” is equivalent to a
full subcategory of the category of modules over C−∗(ΩZ), the dg (differen-
tial graded) algebra of chains on the based loop space (actually, the Moore
loop space, with the Pontryagin product). Note that the classical bar con-
struction establishes a relation between this and the dg algebra of cochains
on Z; for K = R, one can take this to be the algebra of differential forms; for
K = Q, it could be Sullivan’s model; and for general K one can use singu-
lar or Cech cohomology. If Z is simply connected, this relation leads to an
equivalence of suitably defined module categories, and one can recover (0.1)
in this way. In fact, we propose a more geometric version of this argument,
which involves an explicit functor from the wrapped Fukaya category to the
category of modules over a dg algebra of Cech cochains.
Remark 0.2. It is interesting to compare (0.1) with the result of a naive
geometric argument. Suppose L is closed and exact; under fibrewise scaling
L 7→ cL, as c→∞, cL converges (in compact subsets) to a disjoint union of
cotangent fibres
⋃
x∈L∩i(Z) T
∗
x , where i : Z →֒M denotes the zero-section. In
particular, for large c there is a canonical bijection between points of L∩ cL
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and points of {L ∩ T ∗x |x ∈ L ∩ i(Z)}. Starting from this identification, and
filtering by energy, one expects to obtain a spectral sequence
(0.2)
⊕
x∈L∩i(Z)
HF (L, T ∗x )⇒ H
∗(L)
using exactness to identify HF (L, cL) ∼= H∗(L). This would (re)prove that
L ∩ i(Z) 6= ∅ and that HF (L, T ∗x ) 6= 0; and, in an informal fashion, this
provides motivation for believing that L is “generated by the fibres”. It seems
hard, however, to control the homology class of L starting from this, because
it seems hard to gain sufficient control over L ∩ i(Z).
The following three sections of the paper are each devoted to explaining one
of these approaches. Then, in a concluding section, we take a look at the
non-simply-connected case. First of all, there is a useful trick involving the
spectral sequence (0.1) and finite covers of the base Z. In principle, this
trick can be applied to any of the three approaches outlined above, but at
the present state of the literature, the necessary prerequisites have been fully
established only for the theory from [30]. Applying that, one arrives at the
following consequence, which appears to be new:
Corollary 0.3. The assumption of simple-connectivity of Z can be re-
moved from Theorem 0.1. This means that for all closed spin manifolds Z,
and all exact Lagrangian submanifolds L ⊂ T ∗Z which are spin and have
zero Maslov class, the conclusions (i)–(iii) hold.
From a more fundamental perspective, the approach via wrapped Fukaya
categories seems particularly suitable for investigating cotangent bundles
of non-simply-connected manifolds, since it retains information that is lost
when passing from chains on ΩZ to cochains on Z. We end by describing
what this would mean (modulo one of our conjectures, 3.6) in the special case
when Z is a K(Γ, 1). In the special case of the torus Z = T n, Conjecture 3.6
can be sidestepped by direct geometric arguments, at least when char(K) 6=
2. Imposing that condition, one finds that an arbitrary exact, oriented and
spin Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ T ∗T n = (C∗)n satisfies the conclusions of
Theorem 0.1, with no assumption on the Maslov class.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that for any oriented and spin Lagrangian
submanifold L ⊂ T ∗Z, and any closed spin manifold Z, the theory produces
a Z/2Z-graded spectral sequence
(0.3) H(Z; End(EL))⇒ H(L)
which has applications in its own right, for instance to the classification of
“local Lagrangian knots” in Euclidean space. Eliashberg and Polterovich
[9] proved that any exact Lagrangian L ⊂ C2 which co-incides with the
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standard R2 outside a compact subset is in fact Lagrangian isotopic to R2.
Again, their proof relies on exclusively four-dimensional machinery.
Corollary 0.4. Let L ⊂ Cn be an exact Lagrangian submanifold which co-
incides with Rn outside a compact set. Suppose that L is oriented and spin.
Then (i) L is acyclic and (ii) π1(L) has no non-trivial finite-dimensional
complex representations.
Using a result of Viterbo [38] and standard facts from 3-manifold topology,
when n = 3 this implies that an oriented exact L ⊂ C3 which co-incides
with R3 outside a compact set is actually diffeomorphic to R3. To prove
Corollary 0.4, one embeds the given L (viewed in a Darboux ball) into the
zero-section of T ∗Sn, obtaining an exact Lagrangian submanifold L′ of the
latter which co-incides with the zero-section on an open set. This last fact
immediately implies that EL′ has rank one, so we see End(EL′) is the trivial
K-line bundle, and the sequence (0.3) implies rkKH
∗(Sn) ≥ rkKH
∗(L′). On
the other hand, projection L′ → Sn is (obviously) degree ±1, which gives
the reverse inequality. Going back to L ⊂ L′, we deduce that L is acyclic
with K-coefficients. Since K is arbitrary, one deduces the first part of the
Corollary. At this point, one knows a posteori that the Maslov class of L
vanishes; hence so does that of L′, and the final statement of the Corollary
then follows from an older result of Seidel [35]. When n = 3, it follows
that L′ is simply connected or a K(π, 1), at which point one can appeal to
Viterbo’s work. (It is straightforward to deduce the acyclicity over fields of
characteristic other than two in the other frameworks, for instance that of
[15], but then the conclusion on the Maslov class does not follow.)
Acknowledgements. I.S. is grateful to Kevin Costello for encouragement and
many helpful conversations. Some of this material was presented at the
“Dusafest” (Stony Brook, Oct 2006). P.S. was partially supported by NSF
grant DMS-0405516. I.S. acknowledges EPSRC grant EP/C535995/1.
1. Constructible sheaves
This section should be considered as an introduction to the two papers
[30, 29]. Our aim is to present ideas from those papers in a way which is
familiar to symplectic geometers. With that in mind, we have taken some
liberties in the presentation, in particular omitting the (nontrivial) technical
work involved in smoothing out characteristic cycles.
1.1. Fukaya categories of Weinstein manifolds. Let M be a Wein-
stein manifold which is of finite type and complete. Recall that a symplectic
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manifold (M,ω) is Weinstein if it comes with a distinguished Liouville (sym-
plectically expanding) vector field Y , and a proper bounded below function
h :M → R, such that dh(Y ) is positive on a sequence of level sets h−1(ck),
with limk ck = ∞. The stronger finite type assumption is that dh(Y ) > 0
outside a compact subset of M . Finally, completeness means that the flow
of Y is defined for all times (for negative times, this is automatically true,
but for positive times it is an additional constraint). Note that the Liouville
vector field defines a one-form θ = iY ω with dθ = ω. At infinity, (M,θ)
has the form ([0;∞)×N, erα), where N is a contact manifold with contact
one-form α, and r is the radial coordinate. In other words, the end of M is
modelled on the positive half of the symplectization of (N,α). The obvious
examples are cotangent bundles of closed manifolds, M = T ∗Z, where Y is
the radial rescaling vector field, and N the unit cotangent bundle.
We will consider exact Lagrangian submanifolds L ⊂ M which are Legen-
drian at infinity. By definition, this means that θ|L is the derivative of some
compactly supported function on L. Outside a compact subset, any such
L will be of the form [0;∞) ×K, where K ⊂ N is a Legendrian submani-
fold. Now let (L0, L1) be two such submanifolds, whose structure at infinity
is modelled on (K0,K1). To define their Floer cohomology, one needs a
way of resolving the intersections at infinity by a suitable small perturba-
tion. The details may vary, depending on what kind of Legendrian subman-
ifolds one wants to consider. Here, we make the assumption that (N,α) is
real-analytic, and allow only those K which are real-analytic submanifolds.
Then,
Lemma 1.1. Let (φtR) be the Reeb flow on N . For any pair (K0,K1), there
is an ǫ > 0 such that φtR(K0) ∩K1 = ∅ for all t ∈ (0, ǫ).
This is a consequence of the Curve Selection Lemma [28, Lemma 3.1], com-
pare [30, Lemma 5.2.5]. Recall that, when defining the Floer cohomology
of two Lagrangian submanifolds, one often adds a Hamiltonian perturba-
tion H ∈ C∞(M,R) (for technical reasons, this Hamiltonian is usually also
taken to be time-dependent, but we suppress that here). The associated
Floer cochain complex is generated by the flow lines x : [0; 1] → M of
H going from L0 to L1; equivalently, these are the intersection points of
φ1X(L0)∩L1, where X is the Hamiltonian vector field of H. We denote this
cochain complex by
(1.1) CF ∗(L0, L1;H) = CF
∗(φ1X(L0), L1).
In our case, we take an H which at infinity is of the form H(r, y) = h(er),
where h is a function with h′ ∈ (0; ǫ). Then, X is h′(er) times the Reeb
vector field R, hence φ1X(L0) ∩ L1 is compact by Lemma 1.1. Standard
arguments show that the resulting Floer cohomology group HF ∗(L0, L1) =
HF ∗(L0, L1;H) is independent of H. It is also invariant under compactly
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supported (exact Lagrangian) isotopies of either L0 or L1. Note that in the
case where K0 ∩ K1 = ∅, one can actually set h = 0, which yields Floer
cohomology in the ordinary (unperturbed) sense. Finally, for L0 = L1 = L
one has the usual reduction to Morse theory, so that HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L),
even for noncompact L.
At this point, we need to make a few more technical remarks. For simplic-
ity, all our Floer cohomology groups are with coefficients in some field K.
If char(K) 6= 2, one needs (relative) Spin structures on all Lagrangian sub-
manifolds involved, in order to address the usual orientation problems for
moduli spaces [14]. Next, Floer cohomology groups are generally only Z/2-
graded. One can upgrade this to a Z-grading by requiring that c1(M) = 0,
and choosing gradings of each Lagrangian submanifold. For the moment,
we do not need this, but it becomes important whenever one wants to make
the connection with objects of classical homological algebra, as in Theorem
1.3 below, or in (0.1).
Example 1.2. Consider the case of cotangent bundles M = T ∗Z (to satisfy
the general requirements above, we should impose real-analyticity conditions,
but that is not actually necessary for the specific computations we are about
to do). A typical example of a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M satisfying
the conditions set out above is the conormal bundle L = ν∗W of a closed
submanifold W ⊂ Z. If (L0, L1) are conormal bundles of transversally in-
tersecting submanifolds (W0,W1), then
(1.2) HF ∗(L0, L1) ∼= H
∗−codim(W0)(W0 ∩W1).
This is easy to see (except perhaps for the grading), since the only intersec-
tion points of the Lk lie in the zero-section. All of them have the same value
of the action functional, and standard Morse-Bott techniques apply.
As a parallel but slightly different example, let W ⊂ Z be an open subset
with smooth boundary. Take a function f :W → R which is strictly positive
in the interior, zero on the boundary, and has negative normal derivative
at all boundary points. We can then consider the graph of d(1/f), which
is a Lagrangian submanifold of M , asymptotic to the positive part of the
conormal bundle of ∂W . By a suitable isotopy, one can deform the graph
so that it agrees at infinity with that conormal bundle. Denote the result by
L. Given two such subsets Wk whose boundaries intersect transversally, one
then has [23, 24, 31]
(1.3) HF ∗(L0, L1) ∼= H
∗(W1 ∩W 0,W1 ∩ ∂W0).
Note that in both these cases, the Lagrangian submanifolds under consider-
ation do admit natural gradings, so the isomorphisms are ones of Z-graded
groups.
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We will need multiplicative structures on HF ∗, realized on the chain level
by an A∞-category structure. The technical obstacle, in the first nontrivial
case, is that the natural triangle product
(1.4)
CF ∗(L1, L2;H12)⊗ CF
∗(L0, L1;H01)
= CF ∗(φ1X12(L1), L2)⊗ CF
∗(φ1X12φ
1
X01
(L0), φ
1
X12
(L1))
−→ CF ∗(φ1X12φ
1
X01
(L0), L2)
does not quite land in CF ∗(L0, L2;H02) = CF
∗(φ1X02(L0), L2). For instance,
if one takes the same H for all pairs of Lagrangian submanifolds, the output
of the product has φ2X = φ
1
2X instead of the desired φ
1
X . The solution
adopted in [30] is (roughly speaking) to choose all functions h involved to be
very small, in which case the deformation from X to 2X induces an actual
isomorphism of Floer cochain groups. The downside is that this can only be
done for a finite number of Lagrangian submanifolds, and more importantly,
for a finite number of A∞-products at a time. Hence, what one gets is a
partially defined Ad-structure (for d arbitrarily large), from which one then
has to produce a proper A∞-structure; for some relevant algebraic results,
see [14, Lemma 30.163]. As an alternative, one can take all functions h to
satisfy h(t) = log t, which means H(r, y) = r. Then, φ2X is conjugate to a
compactly supported perturbation of φ1X (the conjugating diffeomorphism
is the Liouville flow φtY for time t = − log(2)). By making the other choices
in a careful way, one can then arrange that (1.4) takes values in a Floer
cochain group which is isomorphic to CF ∗(L0, L2;H02). In either way, one
eventually ends up with an A∞-category, which we denote by F(M).
1.2. Characteristic cycles. Given a real-analytic manifold Z, one can con-
sider sheaves of K-vector spaces which are constructible (with respect to
some real analytic stratification, which may depend on the sheaf). Denote
by Dc(Z) the full subcategory of the bounded derived category of sheaves
of K-vector spaces comprising complexes with constructible cohomology.
Kashiwara’s characteristic cycle construction [22] associates to any object
G in this category a Lagrangian cycle CC(G) inside M = T ∗Z, which is a
cone (invariant under rescaling of cotangent fibres). If G is the structure
sheaf of a closed submanifold, this cycle is just the conormal bundle, but
otherwise it tends to be singular. Nadler and Zaslow consider the structure
sheaves of submanifolds W ⊂ Z which are (real-analytic but) not necessar-
ily closed. For each such “standard object”, they construct a smoothing of
CC(G), which is a Lagrangian submanifold of M . In the special case where
W is an open subset with smooth boundary, this is essentially equivalent
to the construction indicated in Example 1.2. The singular boundary case
is considerably more complicated, and leads to Lagrangian submanifolds
which are generally only asymptotically invariant under the Liouville flow
(their limits at infinity are singular Legendrian cycles). Still, one can use
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them as objects of a Fukaya-type category, which is a variant of the previ-
ously described construction. We denote it by A(M), where A stands for
“asymptotic”. The main result of [30] is
Theorem 1.3. The smoothed characteristic cycle construction gives rise to
a full embedding of derived categories, Dc(Z) −→ DA(M).
The proof relies on two ideas. One of them, namely, that the standard
objects generate Dc(Z), is more elementary (it can be viewed as a fact about
decompositions of real subanalytic sets). For purely algebraic reasons, this
means that it is enough to define the embedding only on standard objects.
The other, more geometric, technique is the reduction of Floer cohomology
to Morse theory, provided by the work of Fukaya-Oh [13].
1.3. Decomposing the diagonal. In Dc(Z), the structure sheaves of any
two distinct points are algebraically disjoint (there are no morphisms be-
tween them). Of course, the same holds for cotangent fibres in the Fukaya
category of M , which are the images of such structure sheaves under the
embedding from Theorem 1.3. As a consequence, in F(M) (or A(M), the
difference being irrelevant at this level) one cannot expect to have a finite
resolution of a closed exact L ⊂ M in terms of cotangent fibres. However,
using the Wehrheim-Woodward formalism of Lagrangian correspondences
[40], Nadler proves a modified version of this statement, where the fibres are
replaced by standard objects associated to certain contractible subsets of Z.
Concretely, fix a real analytic triangulation of Z. Denote by xi the vertices of
the triangulation, by Ui their stars, and by UI =
⋂
i∈I Ui the intersections of
such stars, indexed by finite sets I = {i0, . . . , id}. There is a standard Cech
resolution of the constant sheaf KZ in terms of the KUI (we will encounter
a similar construction again later on, in Section 3.1). Rather than applying
this to Z itself, we take the diagonal inclusion δ : Z → Z × Z, and consider
the induced resolution of δ∗(KZ) by the objects δ∗(KUI ). Consider the em-
bedding from Theorem 1.3 applied to Z × Z. The image of δ∗(KZ) is the
conormal bundle of the diagonal ∆ = δ(Z), and each δ∗(KUI ) maps to the
standard object associated to δ(UI) ⊂ Z ×Z. Since each UI is contractible,
one can deform δ(UI) to UI×{xid} (as locally closed submanifolds of Z×Z),
and this induces an isotopy of the associated smoothed characteristic cycles.
A priori, this isotopy is not compactly supported, hence not well-behaved in
our category (it does not preserve the isomorphism type of objects). How-
ever, this is not a problem if one is only interested in morphisms from or to
a given closed Lagrangian submanifold.
To formalize this, take Acpt(M) to be the subcategory of A(M) consisting
of closed Lagrangian submanifolds (this is in fact the Fukaya category in the
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classical sense). Dually, let mod(A(M)), mod(Acpt(M)) be the associated
categories of A∞-modules. There is a chain of A∞-functors
(1.5) Acpt(M) −→ A(M) −→ mod(A(M)) −→ mod(Acpt(M)).
The first and second one, which are inclusion and the Yoneda embedding, are
full and faithful. The last one, restriction of A∞-modules, will not generally
have that property. However, the composition of all three is just the Yoneda
embedding for Acpt, which is again full and faithful. In view of [40], and its
chain-level analogue [27], each object C in A(M ×M) (and more generally,
twisted complex built out of such objects) induces a convolution functor
(1.6) ΦC : A
cpt(M) −→ mod(Acpt(M))
(usually, one reverses the sign of the symplectic form on one of the two fac-
tors in M ×M , but for cotangent bundles, this can be compensated by a
fibrewise reflection σ : M → M). First, take C to be the conormal bundle
of the diagonal, which is the same as the graph of σ. Then, convolution
with C is isomorphic to the embedding (1.5). On the other hand, if C is
the smoothed characteristic cycle of some product U × {x}, then ΦC maps
each object to a direct sum of copies of T ∗x (the image of that fibre under
the functor A(M) → mod(Acpt(M)), to be precise). Finally, if C is just a
Lagrangian submanifold, ΦC is invariant under Lagrangian isotopies which
are not necessarily compactly supported. By combining those facts, one ob-
tains the desired resolution of a closed exact L ⊂M . Nadler actually pushes
these ideas somewhat further, using a refined version of this argument, to
show that:
Theorem 1.4. The embedding Dc(Z) → DA(M) from Theorem 1.3 is an
equivalence.
Remark 1.5. If one is only interested in the spectral sequence (0.1), there
may be a potential simplification, which would bypass some of the categor-
ical constructions above. First of all, rewrite HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L;K) as
HF ∗(L × L, ν∗∆). Then, using the resolution of ν∗∆ in A(M ×M) de-
scribed above, one gets a spectral sequence converging towards that group,
whose E1 page comprises the Floer cohomology groups between L × L and
the smoothed characteristic cycles of δ(UI). Since L×L is compact, one can
deform δ(UI) to UI×{xid}, and then further isotop its smoothed characteris-
tic cycle to T ∗xid
⊗T ∗xid
. In the terminology used in (0.1), this brings the terms
in the E1 page into the form End(EL)xid . To get the desired E2 term, one
would further have to check that the differentials reproduce the ones in the
Cech complex with twisted coefficients in End(EL). This of course follows
from Theorem 1.4, but there ought to be a more direct geometric argument,
just by looking at the relevant spaces of holomorphic triangles; this seems a
worth while endeavour, but we have not attempted to study it in detail.
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2. Lefschetz thimbles
This section gives an overview of the paper [15], and an account – empha-
sising geometric rather than algebraic aspects – of some of the underlying
theory from the book [36].
2.1. Fukaya categories of Lefschetz fibrations. In principle, the notion
of Lefschetz fibration can be defined in a purely symplectic way. However,
we will limit ourselves to the more traditional algebro-geometric context.
Let X be a smooth affine variety, and
(2.1) π : X −→ C
a polynomial, which has only nondegenerate critical points. For convenience,
we assume that no two such points lie in the same fibre. Additionally, we
impose a condition which excludes singularities at infinity, namely: let X¯
be a projective completion of X, such that D = X¯ \ X is a divisor with
normal crossing. We then require that (for an approriate choice of X¯) the
closure of π−1(0) should be smooth in a neighbourhood of D, and intersect
each component of D transversally. Finally, for Floer-theoretic reasons, we
require X to be Calabi-Yau (have trivial canonical bundle).
Take any Ka¨hler form on X¯ which comes from a metric on O(D). Its restric-
tion to X makes that variety into a Weinstein manifold (of finite type, but
not complete; the latter deficiency can, however, be cured easily, by attach-
ing the missing part of the conical end). Moreover, parallel transport for π
is well-defined away from the singular fibres, in spite of its non-properness.
A vanishing path γ : [0,∞)→ C is an embedding starting at a critical value
γ(0) of π, and such that for t ≫ 0, γ(t) = const. − it is a half-line going
to −i∞. To each such path one can associate a Lefschetz thimble ∆γ ⊂ X,
which is a Lagrangian submanifold diffeomorphic to Rn, projecting properly
to γ([0,∞)) ⊂ C. More precisely, γ−1 ◦ π|∆γ is the standard proper Morse
function on Rn with a single minimum (placed at the unique critical point of
π in the fibre over γ(0)). When defining the Floer cohomology between two
Lefschetz thimbles, the convention is to rotate the semi-infinite part of the
first path in anticlockwise direction for some small angle. Omitting certain
technical points, this can be interpreted as adding a Hamiltonian term as in
Section 1.1. In particular, one again has
(2.2) HF ∗(Lγ , Lγ) ∼= H
∗(Lγ ;K) = K.
Now suppose that (γ0, . . . , γm) is a basis (sometimes also called a distin-
guished basis) of vanishing paths. We will not recall the definition here; for
a sketch, see Figure 1. In that situation, if one takes (γj , γk) with j > k and
applies the rotation described above to γj , the result remains disjoint from
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γk. Hence,
(2.3) HF ∗(Lγj , Lγk) = 0 for all j > k.
γ1
r
r
r
γ0
γ2
γ3
r
Figure 1.
As usual, rather than working on the level of Floer cohomology, we want
to have underlying A∞-structures. There is a convenient shortcut, which
eliminates noncompact Lagrangian submanifolds from the foundations of
the theory (but which unfortunately requires char(K) 6= 2). Namely, let
X˜ → X be the double cover branched over some fibre π−1(−iC), C ≫ 0.
Roughly speaking, one takes the ordinary Fukaya category F(X˜), which
contains only compact Lagrangian submanifolds, and defines F(π) to be its
Z/2-invariant part (only invariant objects and morphisms; obviously, get-
ting this to work on the cochain level requires a little care). This time, let’s
allow only vanishing paths which satisfy γ(t) = −it for t ≥ C (which is
no problem, since each path can be brought into this form by an isotopy).
One then truncates the Lefschetz thimble associated to such a path, so that
it becomes a Lagrangian disc with boundary in π−1(−iC), and takes its
preimage in X˜, which is a closed Z/2-invariant Lagrangian sphere S˜γ ⊂ X˜.
On the cohomological level, the Z/2-invariant parts of the Floer cohomolo-
gies of these spheres still satisfy the same properties as before, in particular
reproduce (2.2) and (2.3).
Theorem 2.1. If (γ0, . . . , γm) is a basis of vanishing paths, the associated
S˜γj form a full exceptional collection in the derived category DF(π).
The fact that we get an exceptional collection is elementary; it just re-
flects the two equations (2.2) and (2.3) (or rather, their counterparts for the
modified definition of Floer cohomology involving double covers). Fullness,
which is the property that this collection generates the derived category,
is rather more interesting. The proof given in [36] relies on the fact that
the product of Dehn twists along the L˜γk is isotopic to the covering involu-
tion in X˜. Hence, if L ⊂ X is a closed Lagrangian submanifold which lies
in π−1({im(z) > −C}), this product of Dehn twists will exchange the two
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components of the preimage L˜ ⊂ X˜. The rest of the argument essentially
consists in applying the long exact sequence from [34].
2.2. Postnikov decompositions. We will use some purely algebraic prop-
erties of exceptional collections, see for instance [16] (the subject has a long
history in algebraic geometry; readers interested in this might find the col-
lection [32] to be a good starting point). Namely, let C be a triangulated
category, linear over a field K, and let (Y0, . . . , Ym) be a full exceptional
collection of objects in C. Then, for any object X, there is a collection of
exact triangles
(2.4) Zk ⊗ Yk → Xk → Xk−1
[1]
−→ Zk ⊗ Yk
where Xm = X, X−1 = 0, and Zk = Hom
∗
C(Yk,Xk) (morphisms of all
degrees; by assumption, this is finite-dimensional, so Zk ⊗ Yk is the direct
sum of finitely many shifted copies of Yk). The map Zk ⊗ Yk → Xk is the
canonical evaluation map, and Xk−1 is defined (by descending induction on
k) to be its mapping cone. To get another description of Zk, one can use
the unique (right) Koszul dual exceptional collection (Y !m, . . . , Y
!
0), which
satisfies
(2.5) Hom∗C(Yj , Y
!
k) =
{
K (concentrated in degree zero) j = k,
0 otherwise.
It then follows by repeatedly applying (2.4) that Z∨k
∼= Hom∗C(X,Y
!
k).
Now, given any cohomological functor R on C, we get an induced spec-
tral sequence converging to R(X), whose starting page has columns Ers1 =
(Z∨m−r ⊗ R(Ym−r))
r+s. In particular, taking R = Hom∗C(−,X) and using
the expression for Zk explained above, we get a spectral sequence converging
to Hom∗C(X,X), which starts with
(2.6) Ers1 =
(
Hom∗C(X,Y
!
m−r)⊗Hom
∗
C(Ym−r,X)
)r+s
.
We now return to the concrete setting where C = DF(π). In this case,
the Koszul dual of an exceptional collection given by a basis of Lefschetz
thimbles is another such basis {γ!0, . . . , γ
!
m}. This is a consequence of the
more general relation between mutations (algebra) and Hurwitz moves on
vanishing paths (geometry). Applying (2.5), and going back to the original
definition of Floer cohomology, we therefore get the following result: for
every (exact, graded, spin) closed Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M , there is
a spectral sequence converging to HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L;K), which starts with
(2.7) Ers1 = (HF (L,∆γ!m−r
)⊗HF (∆γm−r , L))
r+s.
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2.3. Real algebraic approximation. The existence of (2.7) is a general
statement about Lefschetz fibrations. To make the connection with cotan-
gent bundles, we use a form of the Nash-Tognoli theorem, see for instance
[19], namely:
Lemma 2.2. If Z is a closed manifold and p : Z → R is a Morse function,
there is a Lefschetz fibration π : X → C with a compatible real structure,
and a diffeomorphism f : Z → XR, such that π ◦ f is C
2-close to p.
The diffeomorphism f can be extended to a symplectic embedding φ of
a neighbourhood of the zero-section of Z ⊂ M = T ∗Z into X. Hence
(perhaps after a preliminary radial rescaling) we can transport closed exact
Lagrangian submanifolds L ⊂ M over to X. The critical points of π fall
into two classes, namely real and purely complex ones, and the ones in the
first class correspond canonically to critical points of p. By a suitable choice
of vanishing paths, one can ensure that
(2.8)
HF ∗(∆γk , φ(L))
∼=
{
HF ∗(T ∗xk , L) if γ(0) ∈ XR corresponds to xk ∈ Crit(p),
0 otherwise.
Here, the Floer cohomology on the right hand side is taken inside T ∗Z. The
same statement holds for the other groups in (2.7), up to a shift in the grad-
ing which depends on the Morse index of xk. As a consequence, the starting
page of that spectral sequence can be thought of as C∗Morse(Z;End
∗(EL)),
where the Morse complex is taken with respect to the function p, and using
the (graded) local coefficient system EL. This is one page earlier than our
usual starting term (0.1), but is already good enough to derive Theorem
0.1 by appealing to some classical manifold topology (after taking the prod-
uct with a sphere if necessary, one can assume that dim(Z) > 5, in which
case simple connectivity of Z implies that one can choose a Morse function
without critical points of index or co-index 1).
Remark 2.3. The differential on the E1-page of (2.7) is given in [36, Corol-
lary 18.27], in terms of holomorphic triangle products between adjacent Lef-
schetz thimbles in the exceptional collection. In the special situation of (2.8),
identifying the E1 page with C
∗
Morse(Z;End(EL)), there is also the Morse
differential δ coming from parallel transport in the local system EL → Z
(compare Remark 1.5). For Lefschetz fibrations arising from real algebraic
approximation, rather than some more canonical construction, there seems
to be no reason for these to agree in general; but one does expect the parts
of the differential leading out of the first column, and into the last column,
to agree. For instance, by deforming the final vanishing path to lie along the
real axis, one can ensure that the entire thimble leading out of the maximum
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xmax of the Morse function is contained in the real locus, after which the
intersection points between this thimble and one coming from a critical point
x of index one less correspond bijectively to the gradient lines of the Morse
function between xmax and x (the situation at the minimum xmin is anal-
ogous). If it was known that this part of the E1-differential did reproduce
the corresponding piece of δ, one could hope to study non-simply-connected
cotangent bundles in this approach.
3. Family Floer cohomology
This section covers the third point of view on Theorem 0.1. This time, the
presentation is less linear, and occasionally several ways of reaching a par-
ticular goal are sketched. The reader should keep in mind the preliminary
nature of this discussion. In some parts, this means that there are com-
plete but unpublished constructions. For others, only outlines or strategies
of proof exist, in which case we will be careful to formulate the relevant
statements as conjectures.
3.1. Cech complexes. At the start of the paper, we mentioned that to
an L ⊂ M = T ∗Z one can associate the bundle EL of Floer cohomologies
Ex = HF
∗(T ∗x , L). One naturally wants to replace EL by an underlying
cochain level object EL, which should be a “sheaf of complexes” in a suitable
sense. In our interpretation, this will be a dg module over a dg algebra of
Cech cochains (there are several other possibilities, with varying degrees of
technical difficulty; see [11, Section 5] and [29, Section 4] for sketches of two
of these).
Fix a smooth triangulation of Z, with vertices xi, and let UI be the in-
tersections of sets in the associated open cover, just as in Section 1.3 (but
omitting the real analyticity condition). This time, we want to write down
the associated Cech complex explicitly, hence fix an ordering of the i’s. Let
Γ(UI) be the space of locally constant K-valued functions on UI , which in
our case is K if UI 6= ∅, and 0 otherwise. The Cech complex is
(3.1) C =
⊕
I
Γ(UI)[−d]
where d = |I| − 1. This carries the usual differential, and also a natural
associative product making it into a dg algebra. Namely, for every possible
splitting of I ′′ = {i0 < · · · < id} into I
′ = {i0 < · · · < ik} and I = {ik <
· · · < id}, one takes
(3.2) Γ(UI)⊗ Γ(UI′)
restriction
−−−−−−→ Γ(UI′′)⊗ Γ(UI′′)
multiplication
−−−−−−−−→ Γ(UI′′).
We want to consider (unital right) dg modules over C. Denote the dg cat-
egory of such modules by M = mod(C). This is not a dg model for the
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derived category: there are acyclic modules which are nontrivial in H(M),
and as a consequence, quasi-isomorphism does not imply isomorphism in
that category.
All objects we will consider actually belong to a more restricted class, dis-
tinguished by a suitable “locality” property; we call these dg modules of
presheaf type. The definition is that such a dg module E needs to admit a
splitting
(3.3) E =
⊕
I
EI [−d],
where the sum is over all I = {i0 < · · · < id} such that UI 6= ∅. This splitting
is required to be compatible with the differential and module structure. This
means that the differential maps EI to the direct sum of EI′ over all I
′ ⊃ I;
that 1 ∈ Γ(Ui′) acts as the identity on EI [−d] for all I = {i0 < · · · < id} with
id = i
′, and as zero otherwise; and that the component EI ⊗ Γ(UI′) −→ EI′′
of the module structure can only be nonzero if I ′′ ⊃ I ∪ I ′. In particular,
the “stalks” EI themselves are subquotients of E , and inherit a dg module
structure from that. The stalks associated to the smallest subsets of Z
(i.e. to maximal index sets I) are actually chain complexes, with all chain
homomorphisms being module endomorphisms, from which one can show:
Lemma 3.1. Let E be a dg module of presheaf type. If each EI is acyclic, E
itself is isomorphic to the zero object in H(M).
Here is a first example. Let P → Z be a flat K-vector bundle (or local
coefficient system). For each I = {i0 < · · · < id} such that UI 6= ∅, define
(EP )I = Pxid . Form the direct sum EP as in (3.3). Equivalently, one can
think of this as the sum of Pxid ⊗ Γ(UI) over all I, including empty ones.
The differential consists of terms (EP )I → (EP )I′ for I = {i0 < · · · < id},
I ′ = I ∪ {i′}. If i′ < id, these are given (up to sign) by restriction maps
Pxid ⊗Γ(UI)→ Pxid ⊗Γ(UI′). In the remaining nontrivial case where i
′ > id
and UI′ 6= ∅, there is a unique edge of our triangulation going from xid to xi′ ,
and one combines restriction with parallel transport along that edge. The
module structure on EP is defined in the obvious way, following the model
(3.2); compatibility of the differential and the right C-module structure is
ensured by our choice (EP )I = Pxid , taking the fibre of P over the vertex
corresponding to the last index id of I. Clearly, H
∗(EP ) ∼= H
∗(Z;P ) is
ordinary cohomology with P -coefficients. Moreover, using the fact that
every EP is free as a module (ignoring the differential), one sees that
(3.4) H∗(homM(EP0 , EP1))
∼= H∗(Z;Hom(P0, P1)).
In particular, referring back to the remark made above, this leads to quite
concrete examples of acyclic dg modules which are nevertheless nontrivial
objects.
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Still within classical topology, but getting somewhat closer to the intended
construction, suppose now that Q → Z is a differentiable fibre bundle,
equipped with a connection. For I = i0 < · · · < id with UI 6= ∅, define
(3.5) (EQ)I = C−∗(Qxid ),
where C−∗ stands for cubical cochains, with the grading reversed (to go
with our general cohomological convention). As before, we want to turn the
(shifted) direct sum of these into a dg module over C. The module structure
is straightforward, but the differential is a little more interesting, being the
sum of three terms. The first of these is the ordinary boundary operator on
each (EQ)I . The second one is the Cech differential (EQ)I → (EQ)I′ , where
I = {i0 < · · · < id} and I
′ = I ∪ {i′} with i′ < id. The final term consists of
maps
(3.6) C−∗(Qxid ) −→ C−∗(Qxi′e
)[1 − e]
where I = {i0 < · · · < id}, I
′ = I ∪ {i′1 < · · · < i
′
e} with id < i
′
1. Take
the standard e-dimensional simplex ∆e. It is a classical observation [3] that
there is a natural family of piecewise smooth paths in ∆e, parametrized by
an (e − 1)-dimensional cube, which join the first to the last vertex. In our
situation, the triangulation of Z contains a unique simplex with vertices
{id, i
′
1, . . . , i
′
e}, and we therefore get a family of paths joining xid to xi′e . The
resulting parametrized parallel transport map
(3.7) [0; 1]e−1 ×Qxid −→ Qxi′e
induces (3.6) (up to sign; the appearance of a cube here motivated our use of
cubical chains). It is not difficult to show that the resulting total differential
on EQ indeed squares to zero, and is compatible with the module structure.
Finally, let’s turn to the symplectic analogue of this, in which one starts
with a closed exact Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M = T ∗Z (subject to the
usual conditions: if one wants Z-graded modules, L should be graded; and if
one wants to use coefficient fields char(K) 6= 2, it should be relatively spin).
The appropriate version of (3.5) is
(3.8) (EL)I = CF
∗(T ∗xid
, L)
and again, EL is the sum of these. In the differential, we now use the
Floer differential on each CF ∗ summand (replacing the differential on cubi-
cal chains), and continuation maps or their parametrized analogues (rather
than parallel transport maps), which govern moving one cotangent fibre into
the other. (Related continuation maps appeared in [24].) Of course, the de-
tails are somewhat different from the previous case. To get a chain map
CF ∗(T ∗xid
, L)→ CF ∗(T ∗xi′
1
, L), one needs a path
(3.9) γ : R −→ Z, γ(s) = xid for s≪ 0, γ(s) = xi′1 for s≫ 0.
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More generally, families of such paths parametrized by [0; 1)e−1 appear. In
the limit as one (or more) of the parameters go to 1, the path breaks up
into two (or more) pieces separated by increasingly long constant stretches.
This ensures that the usual composition laws for continuation maps apply,
compare [33]. Still, with these technical modifications taken into account,
the argument remains essentially the same as before.
3.2. Wrapped Floer cohomology. One naturally wants to extend the
previous construction to allow L to be noncompact (for instance, a cotan-
gent fibre). This would be impossible using the version of Floer cohomology
from Section 1.1, since that does not have sufficiently strong isotopy invari-
ance properties: HF ∗(T ∗x , L) generally depends strongly on x. Instead, we
use a modified version called “wrapped Floer cohomology”. This is not fun-
damentally new: it appears in [1] for the case of cotangent bundles, and is
actually the open string analogue of Viterbo’s symplectic cohomology [38].
Take a Weinstein manifold M (complete and of finite type), and consider
exact Lagrangian submanifolds inside it which are Legendrian at infinity;
this time, no real analyticity conditions will be necessary. We again use
Hamiltonian functions of the form H(r, y) = h(er) at infinity, but now re-
quire that limr→∞ h
′(er) = +∞. This means that as one goes to infinity, the
associated Hamiltonian flow is an unboundedly accelerating version of the
Reeb flow. Denote by CW ∗(L0, L1) = CF
∗(L0, L1;H) = CF
∗(φ1X(L0), L1)
the resulting Floer complex, and by
(3.10) HW ∗(L0, L1) = H(CW
∗(L0, L1))
its cohomology, which we call wrapped Floer cohomology. This is indepen-
dent of the choice of H. Moreover, it remains invariant under isotopies of
either L0 or L1 inside the relevant class of submanifolds. Such isotopies need
no longer be compactly supported; the Legendrian submanifolds at infinity
may move (which is exactly the property we wanted to have). By exploiting
this, it is easy to define a triangle product on wrapped Floer cohomology.
In the case where L0 = L1 = L, we have a natural map from the ordinary
cohomology H∗(L) to HW ∗(L,L), which however is generally neither injec-
tive nor surjective. For instance, for L = Rn inside M = Cn, HW ∗(L,L)
vanishes. Another, far less trivial, example is the following one:
Theorem 3.2 (Abbondandolo-Schwarz). Let M = T ∗Z be the cotangent
bundle of a closed oriented manifold, and take two cotangent fibres L0 =
T ∗x0Z, L1 = T
∗
x1
Z. Then HW ∗(L0, L1) ∼= H−∗(Px0,x1) is the (negatively
graded) homology of the space of paths in Z going from x0 to x1.
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This is proved in [1]; the followup paper [2] shows that this isomorphism
sends the triangle product on HW ∗ to the Pontryagin product (induced by
composition of paths) on path space homology.
We want our wrapped Floer cochain groups to carry an A∞-structure, re-
fining the cohomology level product. When defining this, one encounters
the same difficulty as in (1.4). Again, there is a solution based on a rescal-
ing trick: one takes h(t) = 12t
2, and uses the fact that φ2X differs from
φ
− log(2)
Y φ
1
Xφ
log(2)
Y (φY being the Liouville flow) only by a compactly sup-
ported isotopy. This is particularly intuitive for cotangent bundles, where
the radial coordinate at infinity is er = |p|; then, H = h(er) = 12 |p|
2 gives
rise to the standard geodesic flow (φtX), and Y = p∂p is the rescaling vector
field, meaning that φ
log(2)
Y doubles the length of cotangent vectors. An alter-
native (not identical, but ultimately quasi-isomorphic) approach to the same
problem is to define wrapped Floer cohomology as a direct limit over func-
tions Hk with more moderate growth Hk(r, y) = ke
r at infinity. However,
the details of this are quite intricate, and we will not describe them here.
In either way, one gets an A∞-category W(M), which we call the wrapped
Fukaya category. For cotangent bundlesM = T ∗Z, a plausible cochain level
refinement of Theorem 3.2 is the following
Conjecture 3.3. Let L = T ∗x be a cotangent fibre. Then, the A∞-structure
on CW ∗(L,L) should be quasi-isomorphic to the dg algebra structure on
C−∗(Ωx), where Ωx is the (Moore) based loop space of (Z, x).
Returning to the general case, we recall that a fundamental property of sym-
plectic cohomology, established in [38], is Viterbo functoriality with respect
to embeddings of Weinstein manifolds. One naturally expects a correspond-
ing property to hold for wrapped Fukaya categories. Namely, take a bounded
open subset U ⊂ M with smooth boundary, such that Y points outwards
along ∂U . One can then attach an infinite cone to ∂U , to form another
Weinstein manifold M ′ = U ∪∂U ([0;∞) × ∂U). Suppose that (L1, . . . , Ld)
is a finite family of exact Lagrangian submanifolds in M , which are Legen-
drian at infinity, and with the following additional property: θ|Lk = dRk
for some compactly supported function Rk, which in addition vanishes in
a neighbourhood of Lk ∩ ∂U . This implies that Lk ∩ ∂U is a Legendrian
submanifold of ∂U . Again, by attaching infinite cones to Lk ∩ U , one gets
exact Lagrangian submanifolds L′k ⊂ M
′, which are Legendrian at infinity.
Let A ⊂ W(M) be the full A∞-subcategory with objects Lk, and similarly
A′ ⊂ W(M ′) for L′k. Then,
Conjecture 3.4 (Abouzaid-Seidel). There is a natural (up to isomor-
phism) A∞-functor R : A → A
′.
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Note that, even though we have not mentioned this explicitly so far, all A∞-
categories under consideration have units (on the cohomological level), and
R is supposed to be a (cohomologically) unital functor. Hence, the conjec-
ture implies that various relations between objects, such as isomorphism or
exact triangles, pass from A to A′, which is a nontrivial statement in itself.
3.3. Family Floer cohomology revisited. For M = T ∗Z, there is a
straightforward variation of the construction from Section 3.1, using wrapped
Floer cohomology instead of ordinary Floer cohomology. This associates to
any exact Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M , which is Legendrian at infinity,
a dg module EL over C. In fact, it gives rise to an A∞-functor
(3.11) G :W(M) −→M = mod(C).
While little has been rigorously proved so far, there are plausible expec-
tations for how this functor should behave, which we will now formulate
precisely. Take Q → Z to be the path fibration (whose total space is con-
tractible). Even though this is not strictly a fibre bundle, the construction
from Section 3.1 applies, and yields a dg module EQ, which has H
∗(EQ) ∼= K
(this can be viewed as a resolution of the simple C-module).
Conjecture 3.5. Let L = T ∗x be a cotangent fibre. Then, EL is isomorphic
to EQ in H(M). Moreover, if Z is simply-connected, G gives rise to a quasi-
isomorphism C−∗(Ωx) ∼= CW
∗(L,L)→ homM(EL, EL).
The first statement can be seen as a parametrized extension of Theorem 3.2.
A possible proof would be to consist of checking that the chain level maps
constructed in [1] can be made compatible with parallel transport (respec-
tively continuation) maps, up to a suitable hierarchy of chain homotopies.
This would yield a map of dg modules; to prove that it is an isomorphism,
one would then apply Lemma 3.1 to its mapping cone. The second part
of the conjecture is less intuitive. The assumption of simple connectivity is
necessary, since otherwise the endomorphisms of EQ may not reproduce the
homology of the based loop space (see Section 3.4 for further discussion of
this); however, it is not entirely clear how that would enter into a proof.
Conjecture 3.6. Any one fibre L = T ∗x generates the derived category
(taken, as usual, to be the homotopy category of twisted complexes) ofW(M).
There are two apparently quite viable approaches to this, arising from the
contexts of Sections 1 and 2, respectively. To explain the first one, we go
back to the general situation where M is a finite type complete Weinstein
manifold, whose end is modelled on the contact manifold N , and where real
analyticity conditions are imposed on N and its Legendrian submanifolds.
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Then, if (L0, L1) are exact Lagrangian submanifolds which are Legendrian
at infinity, we have a natural homomorphism
(3.12) HF ∗(L0, L1) −→ HW
∗(L0, L1),
which generalizes the map H∗(L) → HW ∗(L,L) mentioned in Section 3.2.
These maps are compatible with triangle products, and even though the
details have not been checked, it seems plausible that they can be lifted to
an A∞-functor F(M) → W(M). Actually, what one would like to use is
a variant of this, where F(M) is replaced by the Nadler-Zaslow category
A(M), or at least a sufficiently large full subcategory of it. Assuming that
this can be done, one can take the generators of A(M) provided by the proof
of Theorem 1.4, and then map them to W(M), where isotopy invariance
ought to ensure that they all become isomorphic to cotangent fibres (note
that in the wrapped Fukaya category, any two cotangent fibres are mutually
isomorphic).
The second strategy for attacking Conjecture 3.6 is fundamentally similar,
but based on Lefschetz fibrations. Recall that with our definition, the total
space of a Lefschetz fibration π : X → C is itself a finite type Weinstein
manifold. One then expects to have a canonical functor F(π) → W(X).
Given a Lefschetz fibration constructed as in Section 2.3 by complexifying a
Morse function on Z, one would then combine F(π)→W(X) with the func-
tor from Conjecture 3.4, applied to a small neighbourhood of Z embedded
into X. The outcome would be that the restrictions of Lefschetz thimbles
generate the wrapped Fukaya category of that neighbourhood. One can
easily check that all such restrictions are isomorphic to cotangent fibres.
Suppose now that Z is simply-connected. In that case, if one accepts Con-
jectures 3.5 and 3.6, it follows by purely algebraic means that (3.11) is
full and faithful. Take the dg module EL =
⊕
I(EL)I [−d] obtained from a
closed exact L ⊂M , and equip it with the decreasing filtration by values of
d = |I| − 1. The associated graded space is precisely the dg module EP con-
structed from the local coefficient system Px = HW
∗(T ∗x , L) = HF
∗(T ∗x , L).
Hence, one gets a spectral sequence which starts with H∗(Z;End(P )) ac-
cording to (3.4), and converges to the groupH(homM(EL, EL)), which would
be equal to HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(L;K) as a consequence of the previously made
conjecture. This explains how (0.1) arises from this particular approach.
3.4. The (co)bar construction. There is a more algebraic perspective,
which provides a shortcut through part of the argument above. To explain
this, it is helpful to recall the classical bar construction. Let C be a dg
algebra over our coefficient field K, with an augmentation ε : C → K, whose
kernel we denote by I. One can then equip the free tensor coalgebra T (I[1])
with a differential, and then dualize it to a dg algebra B = T (I[1])∨. Con-
sider the standard resolution R = T (I[1])⊗ C of the simple C-module C/I.
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One can prove that the endomorphism dga of R as an object of mod(C)
is quasi-isomorphic to B. For standard algebraic reasons, this induces a
quasi-equivalence between the subcategory of mod(C) generated by R, and
the triangulated subcategory of mod(B) generated by the free module B.
Denote that category by modf(B).
The relevance of this duality to our discussion is a basic connection to loop
spaces, which goes back to Adams [3]. He observed that if Z is simply-
connected, and C is the dg algebra of Cech cochains, then B is quasi-
isomorphic to C−∗(ΩZ). Hence, reversing the functor above, we get a full
and faithful embedding
(3.13) H(modf(C−∗(ΩZ))) −→ H(M),
where M = mod(C) as in (3.11). If one moreover assumes that Conjec-
tures 3.3 and 3.6 hold, it follows that W(M) itself is derived equivalent to
H(modf(C−∗(ΩZ))). Hence, one would get a full embedding of the wrapped
Fukaya category into H(M) for algebraic reasons, avoiding the use of Cech
complexes altogether.
4. The non-simply-connected case
In this final section, we discuss exact Lagrangian submanifolds in non-
simply-connected cotangent bundles. Specifically, we prove Corollary 0.3,
and then make a few more observations about the wrapped Fukaya cate-
gory.
4.1. A finite covering trick. We start by recalling the setup from Section
1. Fix a real analytic structure on Z, and the associated category A(M).
For any closed exact Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ M = T ∗Z which is spin
and has zero Maslov class, we have the spectral sequence
Epq2 = H
p(Z;Endq(EL))⇒ H
∗(L;K)
arising from the resolution of L by “standard objects” in A(M). From now
on, we assume that char(K) = p > 0. In that case, one can certainly
find a finite covering b : Z˜ → Z such that b∗EL is trivial (as a graded
bundle of K-vector spaces). In fact, EL gives rise to a representation ρ :
π1(Z) → GLr(K), and one takes Z˜ to be the Galois covering associated
to ker(ρ) ⊂ π1(Z). Set M˜ = T
∗Z˜, denote by β : M˜ → M the induced
covering, and by L˜ = β−1(L) the preimage of our Lagrangian submanifold.
This inherits all the properties of L, hence we have an analogous spectral
sequence for L˜. Note also that for obvious reasons, the associated bundle of
Floer cohomologies satisfies
(4.1) EL˜
∼= b∗EL,
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hence is trivial by definition. Now, the discussion after (0.1) carries over
with no problems to the non-simply-connected case if one assumes that the
Lagrangiaan submanifold is connected, and its bundle of Floer cohomologies
is trivial. In particular, one gets that L˜ is in fact connected: if it weren’t,
the analogue of Theorem 0.1(iii) would apply to its connected components
(since their Floer cohomology bundles are also trivial), implying that any
two would have to intersect each other, which is a contradiction. With
connectedness at hand, it then follows by the same argument that (4.1)
has one-dimensional fibres. Hence, End(EL) is trivial, which means that
the spectral sequence for the original L degenerates, yielding H∗(L;K) ∼=
H∗(Z;K). In fact, by borrowing arguments from [29] or from [15], one
sees that in the Fukaya category of M , L is isomorphic to the zero-section
equipped with a suitable spin structure (the difference between that and the
a priori chosen spin structure on Z is precisely described by the bundle EL,
which, note, has structure group ±1). Using that, one also gets the analogue
of part (iii) of Theorem 0.1. Finally, the cohomological restrictions (i)-(iii)
of Theorem 0.1 for arbitrary fields of positive characteristic imply them for
K with char(K) = 0, which completes the proof of Corollary 0.3.
4.2. The Eilenberg-MacLane case. For general algebraic reasons, there
is an A∞-functor
(4.2) W(M) −→ mod(CW ∗(T ∗x , T
∗
x )).
Here, the right hand side is the dg category of A∞-modules over the en-
domorphism A∞-algebra of the object T
∗
x . Now suppose that Z = K(Γ, 1)
is an Eilenberg-MacLane space, so that the cohomology of CW ∗(T ∗x , T
∗
x )
is concentrated in degree zero. By the Homological Perturbation Lemma,
this implies that the A∞-structure is formal, hence by Theorem 3.2 quasi-
isomorphic to the group algebra K [Γ] (this argument allows us to avoid Con-
jecture 3.3). However, in order to make (4.2) useful, we do want to appeal to
(the currently unproven) Conjecture 3.6. Assuming from now on that that
is true, one finds that (4.2) is a full embedding, and actually lands (up to
functor isomorphism) in the subcategory modf(K [Γ]) generated by the one-
dimensional free module. As far as that subcategory is concerned, one could
actually replace A∞-modules by ordinary chain complexes of K [Γ]-modules.
This gives a picture of W(M) in classical algebraic terms.
To see how this might be useful, let’s drop the assumption that the Maslov
class is zero, and consider general closed, exact, and spin Lagrangian sub-
manifolds L ⊂ M . Neither of the two arguments in favour of Conjecture
3.6 sketched in Section 3.3 actually uses the Maslov index. It is therefore
plausible to assume that the description of W(M) explained above still ap-
plies. Denote by NL the Z/2-graded A∞-module over K [Γ] corresponding
to L, and by NL its cohomology module. In fact, NL is nothing other than
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our previous family Floer cohomology bundle EL, now considered as a mod-
ule over Γ = π1(Z). There is a purely algebraic obstruction theory, which
determines when an A∞-module is formal (isomorphic to its cohomology).
The obstructions lie in
(4.3) Extr
K[Γ](NL, NL[1− r]), r ≥ 2
where the [1− r] now has to be interpreted mod 2. In particular, if all those
groups vanish, it would follow directly that NL is formal. However, there is
no particular a priori reason why that should happen.
Returning to the trick from Section 4.1, assume now that char(K) = p > 0.
Then, after passing to a finite cover, one can assume that NL is a direct sum
of trivial representations, hence (4.3) is a direct sum of copies of Hr(Γ;K).
One can try to kill the relevant obstructions by passing to further finite
covers. Generally, this is unlikely to be successful (there are examples of
mod p cohomology classes which survive pullback to any finite cover, see for
instance [10, Theorem 6.1]). However, in the special case where H∗(Γ;K)
is generated by degree 1 classes, such as for surfaces or tori, it is obviously
possible. In those cases, one could then find a finite cover b : Z˜ → Z,
inducing β : M˜ → M , such that the A∞-module NL˜ associated to L˜ =
β−1(L) is isomorphic to a direct sum of ordinary trivial modules. Just by
looking at the endomorphism ring of this object, it becomes clear that there
can actually be only one summand, so L˜ is isomorphic to the zero-section.
One can then return to M by the same argument as before, and obtain
the same consequences as in the original Theorem 0.1. This would be a
potential application of the machinery from Section 3 which has no obvious
counterpart in the other approaches.
Finally, note that the appeal to Conjecture 3.6 above can be sidestepped, at
least working over fields of characteristic not equal to two, in the special case
where T ∗Z admits a Lefschetz pencil for which, for suitable vanishing paths,
the Lefschetz thimbles are globally cotangent fibres. This is, of course, an
exceptional situation, but it can be achieved for suitable Lefschetz pencils
on the affine variety T ∗T n = (C∗)n (complexify a Morse function which is a
sum of height functions on the distinct S1-factors of T n).
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